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INTRODUCTION
Beatriz R. Olivetti

This sixth edition of the ICAA Documents Project Working Papers
highlights two winning essays of the Peter C. Marzio Award for
Outstanding Research in 20th-century Latin American and Latino
Art: “La ciudad hidroespacial: Challenging the Functional City,”
by Giovanna M. Bassi Cendra, and “Antônio Henrique Amaral’s
Battlefield Paintings and the Brazilian Military Dictatorship,”
by Margaret H. Adams. In keeping with the support for Latin
American and Latino art extended by the late Museum of Fine
Arts, Houston Director Peter C. Marzio, the Award aims to recognize, reward, and enable new scholarship in the ﬁeld. Chosen by a
jury of distinguished scholars, these essays draw from the primary
and critical resources available through the Documents of 20thcentury Latin American and Latino Art project’s digital archive.

Margaret H. Adams explores the role of Brazilian artist Antônio
Henrique Amaral’s series of paintings entitled Campos de batalha
(Battleﬁelds) (1973–74) in the context of censorship and oppression of the military regime in Brazil (1964–1985). Drawn from her
master’s thesis at the University of Utah, Salt Lake City—Antônio
Henrique Amaral’s Battlefield Paintings (1973–1974) and the
Brazilian Military Dictatorship, which she successfully defended
in 2017—Adams contends that Amaral’s depictions of mangled
and bound bananas, decomposing or mutilated by knives, forks,
and ropes, represent his denouncement of the oppression and
human rights abuses in Brazil. Basing her argument on Czech-born
writer Vilém Flusser’s claim of the political meaning inherit to
Amaral’s series and Brazilian art critic Frederico Morais’s analogy
of the banana as a surrogate human body, Adams further
strengthens her contention by adding testimonials narrating
the brutality of the Brazilian military regime into her research.
Adams also acknowledges current institutional efforts by Brazil’s
National Truth Commission to preserve accurate accounts of
this time period which, she argues, should include interpreting
Amaral’s Campos de batalha (Battleﬁelds) series as a visual archive
of this moment in the history of the country.

Giovanna M. Bassi Cendra analyzes Argentinean-Czechoslovakian
artist Gyula Kosice’s installation La ciudad hidroespacial (1946,
the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston) as a challenge to the notion
of a functional city, an idea jointly conceived by the Swiss-French
architect Le Corbusier and the International Congress of Modern
Architecture in 1933. Critical of the core principles that guided
functionalist architecture and urbanism (i.e., dwelling, transportation, work, and leisure), Kosice envisioned a city built with
ﬂoating, mobile cells through which people would be free to
travel—and be unbound to notions of private property and
political boundaries. Thus, La ciudad’s relevance resides not
only on its art historical value and precocious challenge to
conventional and modernist paradigms, but also, Bassi argues,
in the manner that this installation’s setup is conducive to the
acknowledgment of the consumptive relationship that modern
and contemporary societies have created with their environment.

The ICAA is delighted to feature both essays as part of the
Documents Project Working Papers series and is proud to serve
as a key platform for accessing the growing body of knowledge
on the ﬁeld of Latin American and Latino art. The Peter C. Marzio
Award is generously underwritten by The Transart Foundation
for Art and Anthropology, a private nonproﬁt organization based
in Houston dedicated to the support of contemporary artists and
scholars who integrate advanced and relevant social, anthropological, or cultural research in their work.

Opposite:
detail of fig. 4, p. 5.
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LA CIUDAD HIDROESPACIAL:
CHALLENGING THE FUNCTIONAL CITY
Giovanna M. Bassi Cendra

In accordance with its vital impulses and reactions,
mankind has moved in uneven proportion with regard to
its own habitat. Architecture comprises very dissimilar elementary needs and it is not advisable to remain oppressed
by the magnitude of its sluggish load. Until now, we have
only used a minimum proportion of our mental faculties,
adapted to modules which in some ways, derive from
Western architecture known as modern or “functional.”
That is to say, the apartment or the “cell” in which to live,
which a class society imposes on us with its economy and
compulsive exploitation.

architecture to improve human existence; his fascination with science
and technology as resources that could be exploited for the beneﬁt
of human beings and could be liberating as opposed to be utilized to
regiment human bodies and behavior; and his deep concern with
ecology and the relationship of individuals to their milieu, in the
manner that Georges Canguilhem understood the term.3
On ﬁrst impression, Hydrospatial City appears to be just a delirious
and escapist technological fantasy; however, it is much more than an
interesting artifact for mere aesthetic enjoyment. Notwithstanding
its unlikely constructability, Kosice’s proposal for a suspended city is
signiﬁcant because it constitutes an astonishingly precocious, lucid,
and compelling challenge to both conventional and modernist paradigms of dwelling. With this work, Kosice sought to provide a practical solution to the modern urban problems of a dull and alienated
human life, social inequality, and environmental degradation; ills
that he considered had derived from traditional forms of urbanization
and had been exacerbated by a modernist architectural utopia—the
Functional City, the urban paradigm that the Swiss-French architect
Le Corbusier and the International Congress of Modern Architecture
promoted aggressively. Hydrospatial City denounces the sinister and
repressive eugenicist and normalizing aspects of the Functional City
and its positivist reduction of human life to four functions: dwelling,
transportation and circulation, work, and leisure. By leaving room
for difference, the ludic, and the psychological, Hydrospatial City
undermines the modernist focus on universal stereotypes such as
Le Corbusier’s Modulor Man—the “ideal” white male ﬁgure on which
the architect based his normalizing system of proportion. The suspended city’s mobile cells, which would foster the unrestricted ﬂow
of people, question our ﬁxation with land, political boundaries, and
private property. More importantly, Hydrospatial City induces us to
reﬂect on the parasitic, destructive relationship that modern societies have established with the Earth and with each other.

—Gyula Kosice, “Hydrospatial Architecture and Urbanism,” 19711
Over the course of his entire career, the Argentinean sculptor
and poet Gyula Kosice (Ferdinand Fallik) (Kosice, Czechoslovakia,
1924−Buenos Aires, 2016) envisioned La ciudad hidroespacial
(Hydrospatial City) (ﬁg. 1) as a new form of human habitation
that would free people from the chains of both gravity and social
regulation. Although Kosice called it a “city,” this settlement would
not have a permanent, stable form—its modules, suspended thousands of meters above the ground and powered by the energy latent
in water, would be displaceable, reconﬁgurable, and pliable to the
whims of individuals. Hydrospatial City synthetizes all of Kosice’s
thought and practice—in his own words, “Having just reached the
half-century of my life, I consider, now more than ever, that the
whole course of my existence as a visual artist, theorist and poet
has been intimately allied to my hydrospatial city project.”2 First
conceived in 1946, the work brings together Kosice’s poetic and
sculptural theory, style, and technique; his idea that the visual arts
had a social role to fulﬁll and that they could work together with

Hydrospatial City is comparable to well-known and inﬂuential
outsider critiques of capitalist functional architecture and urbanism,
such as New Babylon (1956−74) by Constant Nieuwenhuys, known as
Constant.4 New Babylon, a utopian global urban system made up of
labyrinthine megastructures supported by massive pillars, was also
raised from the ground. Both New Babylon and Hydrospatial City
attempt to materialize a concept of human habitation inspired by
Marxist thought, whereby the citizens of a post-revolutionary world
would live in a state of constant indeterminacy and circulation,
would be liberated from capitalist modes of production by cybernetic technology, and would be able to reinvent their own environment
creatively.5 Despite the fact that Kosice conceived his revolutionary

Figure 1 Gyula Kosice, La ciudad hidroespacial (The Hydrospatial City), 1946–2000s, photomontage
depicting the hydrospatial cells floating against a sky background. From Guillermo Whitelow,
La prospuesta hidroespacial de Kosice, exh. cat. (Buenos Aires: Galería Bonino, 1971), n.p., ICAA
Record ID 1274910.

4

Figure 2 Gyula Kosice, Hábitat hidroespacial, maqueta N (Hydrospatial habitat, Model N), 1954, ink
on paper, the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, museum purchase funded by the Caroline Wiess Law
Endowment Fund, 2009.1790.

Figure 3 Gyula Kosice, Hábitat hidroespacial, maqueta Y (Hydrospatial habitat, Model N), 1971,
acrylic, Plexiglas, paint, and metal, the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, museum purchase funded
by the Caroline Wiess Law Endowment Fund, 2009.29.26.

Figure 4 Gyula Kosice, Memoria descriptiva—maqueta F (Descriptive narrative, Model F), n.d., photomechanical reproduction, the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, museum purchase funded
by the Caroline Wiess Law Endowment Fund, 2009.1800.
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city several years before Constant envisioned New Babylon, its precociousness and signiﬁcance as a critique of modern capitalist urbanism
has not been properly acknowledged in scholarship.6 Hydrospatial City
is as relevant today as it was in the 1940s, since the urban problems it
calls attention to have worsened.
Hydrospatial City consists of independent modules of rounded forms
that contain human habitats (ﬁg. 2). These “hydrospatial cells,” conceived to ﬂoat 1,000 to 1,500 meters above ground, would be powered
by the energy harnessed from water vapor in the clouds. The modules
would be able to move to any location around the globe and to connect to each other.7 Kosice appropriated the role of an architect to
create his city. Although his proposal does not have the ﬁnished and
detailed character of formal construction documents, it approximates
the initial conceptual design phase during which architects express
their project’s guiding principles through simple sketches and scale
models. Kosice also adopted architectural presentation techniques.
He made sketches and built models that rendered Hydrospatial City’s
modules in three dimensions; drew these sketches by hand with ink
on paper or paper board and sometimes used watercolor to shade
them; and constructed maquettes with acrylic, Plexiglas, paint, and
metal, including small metal ﬁgurines of people in order to give the
viewer a sense of the habitats’ scale (ﬁg. 3). As architects do when
they wish to explain their projects to their clients or the public, Kosice
wrote memorias descriptivas (descriptive narratives), which are texts
that accompany his sketches of the modules and explain the activities
that would unfold within them (ﬁg. 4). Kosice used the typical architectural format of a numbered list of functions keyed into a sketch to
write his descriptive narratives; however, the poetic nature of these
texts subverts the monotony of conventional architectural labels. In
addition, in order to provide context for his modules, Kosice created
color photomontages and Constelaciones (Constellations), which
are three-dimensional multimedia panels made with acrylic,
Plexiglas, paint, and light. His photomontages show the hydrospatial
cells suspended against a blue sky scattered with clouds (ﬁg. 5) and
his Constellations depict them ﬂoating in the black, starry space.

The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, holds the most comprehensive
collection of materials related to Hydrospatial City. Kosice probably
worked on the sketches ﬁrst, as the earliest ones are dated 1948. He
may have built the ﬁrst Plexiglas models as early as the late 1940s,
after he began to experiment with this material.8 At this time he
constructed the ﬁrst prototypes—which did not yet have a name—
with Plexiglas leftover from other sculptures.9 A few photomontages
dated 1950 show models of the hydrospatial cells ﬂoating against a
sky background (ﬁg. 6). However, it is very difﬁcult to determine
exactly when Kosice created these early pieces because he sometimes dated photographs—and even art objects—based on when
he conceived the design or concept instead of the actual date of
production.10 Apparently, Kosice built most of the models between
1967 and 1971 and the Constellations between 1970 and 1972.
However, he continued to work on Hydrospatial City for decades—
for example, in the MFAH collection there is a watercolor and ink
sketch dated 1997, a maquette dated 2004, and a three-dimensional
video animation dated 2009.
Figure 6 Gyula Kosice,
Sin título [Fotomontaje
no. 4 de la ciudad
hidroespacial] (Untitled)
[Photomontage No. 4
from the Hydrospatial
City], 1950, photomontage, the Museum of
Fine Arts, Houston,
museum purchase
funded by the Caroline
Wiess Law Accessions
Endowment Fund,
2009.1780.

Hydrospatial City cannot be understood without placing it in its
political and economic context. According to Kosice, his idea of a
suspended city in space goes as far back as 1944, when he exclaimed
in Arturo magazine—writing all in uppercase letters—“MAN SHALL
NOT END UP ON THE EARTH.”11 These words, likely prompted by the
somber reality and uncertainty of living in a world immersed in global
war, reveal Kosice’s anxiety about the eradication of life as well as
his hope that humankind could perhaps continue to live in “another
dimension,” as he described it.12 War loomed over Argentina at the
time. Although the nation had tried to remain neutral, it had cut
diplomatic relations with the Axis powers in January 1944 under
pressure from Britain and the United States. Soon after, in March
1945, Argentina would declare war.13 In a 1976 interview conducted
Figure 5 Gyula Kosice, La ciudad hidroespacial (The Hydrospatial City), n.d., photomontage. From
Gyula Kosice, La ciudad hidroespacial, exh. cat. (Buenos Aires: Planetario de la Ciudad de Buenos
Aires, 1979), n.p., ICAA Record ID 1274894.
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by Raúl Vera Ocampo, Kosice explains that the war deeply affected
him and his peers.14 The explosion of the ﬁrst atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August 1945 likely worsened his fears
about the viability of human life on earth, prompting him to imagine
a city where this threat could disappear.

rupture, altercation, rebellion—are the symptoms of a change
towards the disappearance of state power and its replacement by
an efﬁcient administration.”18 Surprisingly, even though censorship
was common at the time, Kosice was not silenced. It is unclear why
he was allowed to express himself in such a way—perhaps it was
because he did not refer speciﬁcally to the Argentinean regime and
his criticism was of government in general; possibly his international
reputation granted him a privileged position from which to speak
safely; perhaps his words went unnoticed; or imaginably the
Argentinean government did not take his project seriously or
consider it a real threat because of its science-ﬁction guise.19

Undoubtedly, the dire local political and economic situation also
inspired his idea. Argentina was coming out from the Infamous
Decade, a period that had begun in 1932 with an alliance of three
parties known as the Concordancia, a regime that had the semblance
of constitutionality but in reality was thoroughly corrupt and perpetrated electoral fraud, censorship, and political persecution. The
nation faced a crisis that combined the nefarious effects of World
War I and the Great Depression and was exacerbated by low prices
of grain, closure of trade with Europe resulting from World War II,
and sanctions imposed by the United States. This situation, combined
with nationalist fears about Argentina’s sovereignty and its possible
involvement in war had led to the Revolution of 1943 and a military
junta that lasted until the rise to power of Juan Domingo Perón in
1946. Kosice, who had many artist friends who embraced the Marxist
doctrine, witnessed the military junta’s hard crack down on communist union organizations. Perón initiated an era of state-directed
reform and development. He implemented a series of nationalist
and populist policies, increasing military spending, passing laws that
dictated workers’ rights and beneﬁts, and promoting industrial development to create jobs.15 Although his government perhaps provided
hope for some people, it did not restore the country’s civil liberties.
He extended the military dictatorship in many respects. Under his
rule, censorship was common; political enemies were attacked;
universities and public schools fell under tight restrictions, and professors and administrators identiﬁed as adversaries lost their jobs;
judges were impeached and replaced; and periodicals and newspapers that opposed the regime were closed.16 This situation of acute
repression certainly motivated Kosice to devise a plan for a city in
which people would have unlimited freedom to move, think, speak,
create, and behave.

Kosice had been spearheading an authentic cultural revolution from
the arts scene since 1944, when he coedited the pivotal single issue
of Arturo along with the poet Edgar Bailey and the Uruguayan visual
artists Rhod Rothfuss and Carmelo Arden Quin.20 The artists that
gathered around Arturo wanted to replace representational and
expressive art with a kind of concrete art based on the principle of
pure invention.21 However, with his ambitious proposals, Kosice
sought to achieve much more than artistic renewal and freedom; for
him, art should have a social role and a transformative power. Since
he cofounded the radical avant-garde movement Movimiento de Arte
Madí with Rothfuss and Arden Quin in 1946, Kosice proposed that the
visual arts work together with dance, theater, music, architecture,
poetry, and literature to create an aesthetic continuum that would
help improve human existence, an idea that constituted the backbone of the Madí Manifesto of 1946 (ﬁg. 7).22 Kosice maintained
that the most important principles of his ﬂoating city are outlined
in this manifesto, which proposes a displaceable architecture of
mobile environments and forms.23 At that time, he had not yet conceived the idea of powering his modules with the energy contained
in water; rather, he proposed that gigantic mobile spaces be suspended in the air and relocated by way of magnetic mechanisms.24
Figure 7
Gyula Kosice et al.,
“[Se reconocerá
por Arte Madí . . .]”
(Madí Manifesto),
1946. From Nemsor
No. 0 del Movimiento
Madí Universal
(Buenos Aires), no. 0
(1947), n.p., ICAA
Record ID 732008.

A remarkable aspect of Hydrospatial City is that it approximates art
as political activism. Certain aspects of this work, such as Kosice’s
intention to integrate art with life and to modify reality through it,
align with Marxist doctrine.17 Kosice’s city, made up of nomadic
modules that would allow the unrestricted ﬂow of human beings,
questioned the capitalist ﬁxation with land, political boundaries,
and private property. In his manifesto “Hydrospatial Architecture
and Urbanism” (1971)—which he published in 1972, in the context of
another transitional military junta and escalating violence between
factions of the left and right—Kosice explained that the nomadic
spatial dwelling would derail the course of contemporary economy
on the basis of land value and pose sociological questions about the
value of property. What he proposed was an “art of everyone and not
for everyone.” In Hydrospatial City, all intermediary relationships
would be destroyed and art would merge with habitat, becoming a
modus vivendi. Remarkably, in this manifesto Kosice seems to be criticizing—albeit very subtly—Argentina’s dysfunctional government
by arguing that “social structures and behaviour mechanisms—

7
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Most secondary sources on Kosice’s work assert that Hydrospatial
City was unknown to the public until July 1971, when he displayed
it at the Galería Bonino in Buenos Aires (see ﬁg. 1). As the exhibition
catalogue states, during this exhibition Kosice displayed 20 models
and dwelling projects, permutable descriptive narratives, and his
manifesto “Arquitectura y urbanismo hidroespacial” (hydrospatial
architecture and urbanism).25 Still, Kosice may have exhibited his
concept of Hydrospatial City to a smaller audience much earlier—
perhaps at the ﬁrst Madí exhibition of 1946. Art historian Gabriela
Siracusano claims that he exhibited a proposal for a suspended city
along with his neon sculptures in the ﬁrst Madí exhibition at the
Instituto Francés de Estudios Superiores of Buenos Aires in August
1946, during which the group read their founding manifesto.26
However, Siracusano may be referring to the Madí Manifesto, which
proposed mobile architecture and which was read during this show.
The Gyula Kosice ephemera collection of the International Center
for the Arts of the Americas at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston,
includes a photograph of a montage that is dated 1946 (ﬁg. 8).27 This
photomontage depicts three Plexiglas models of hydrospatial cells
ﬂoating against a dark sky. Yet it is unlikely that this photomontage
was created for the ﬁrst Madí exhibition. This photograph is certainly
misdated; since Kosice only began working with Plexiglas in the late
1940s, he could not have built these models by 1946.28 Nevertheless,
the simple design of the hydrospatial cells of this photomontage,
which contrasts greatly with the more elaborate design of other
models, suggests these are some of Kosice’s earliest prototypes.

proposals were generally medical utopias written by physicians or
journalists who published in scientiﬁc journals or in periodicals with
a technical, scientiﬁc, and futuristic focus and mass circulation.
These texts shared a contradictory combination of the idealism that
characterized the utopian genre and the pragmatism typical of the
work of planners and reformers at the turn of the twentieth century.30
In Argentina, several texts that discussed hygiene and tuberculosis
and imagined solutions for urban ills had been published. For example,
in Buenos Aires en el año 2080: una historia verosímil (Buenos Aires in
the Year 2080: A Plausible Story) (1879), Aquiles Sioen imagined a city
with a monument that celebrated the defeat of tuberculosis in a
hygienic urban utopia. As historian Diego Armus argues, these
imaginary constructions visualized the city as a source of happiness,
not misery. The classical myth of Hygeia, the concern for public health,
and social hygiene—which had been shaped by biomedicine, social science, positive eugenics, and the concepts of prevention, regeneration,
and the strengthening of human bodies—inﬂuenced these utopian
schemes. For their authors, the correct use of science and technology,
the virtues of healthy living, and an egalitarian society would make
possible the materialization of their visions.31
Pierre Quiroule’s La ciudad anarquista americana (The American
Anarchist City) (1914) is particularly interesting as a precedent
because it had—like Kosice’s proposal—a Marxist foundation and
a highly ambitious character. Quiroule, a French-born typographer,
was one of the Argentinean anarchist movement’s most proliﬁc intellectuals. In his imaginary city capitalism would be eradicated and a
new society would emerge that would grant different roles to individuals, family, women, production, leisure, and land use.32 Like Kosice,
Quiroule was deeply concerned with the relationship of people to
their natural environment; however, unlike Kosice, his proposal was
far from technological. Quiroule’s antimodern, small, low-density
city, made up by a network of communes and surrounded by a green
belt, rejected emphatically the modern metropolis.33 Nature and
society would live there in unprecedented harmony, and the boundaries between the urban and rural worlds would disappear.34 It is
unknown but certainly possible that Kosice, who during his adolescent years read daily at the Library of the Socialist Party, discovered
Quiroule’s proposal.35
Despite its utopian lineage, Kosice thought of Hydrospatial City as a
real project, not an idealist fantasy. He was noticeably frustrated by
the questions he was asked after a talk he gave on occasion of his
Espace Pierre Cardin exhibition in Paris (Kosice: La Cité Hydrospatiale,
December 4, 1974−January 4, 1975). As Kosice explained in the catalogue of an exhibition that took place four years later at the Galileo
Galilei Planetarium in Buenos Aires (“La ciudad hidroespacial,”
September 21−November 11, 1979) (ﬁg. 9), during the public debate
that followed his Paris talk, many people asked him to explain in
detail issues, such as where would waste matter go, or how was the
city supposed to deal with winds and clouds. According to Kosice, he
provided answers to all of these questions, emphasizing that the
human being had always gone “towards the unknown in spite of
everything.” With these words, he suggests that all such details

Figure 8 Gyula Kosice, Proyecto ciudad hidroespacial suspendida, células hidroespaciales, Bs. As.
[Buenos Aires], (Project for a suspended city, hydrospatial cells, Bs. As.), 1946, Rare Materials Archive,
International Center for the Arts of the Americas at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston.

Kosice’s proposal emerged from a long-standing tradition of utopian
urban schemes in Argentina. Although utopian narratives were not a
proliﬁc literary genre in this country, many plans that envisioned and
modeled the future had been elaborated and published since the late
nineteenth century.29 These plans were frequently linked to scientific theories and concerns such as public hygiene. As art and architectural historian Fabiola López-Durán explains, in Latin America such
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would be resolved eventually if there was the will to undertake the
project. Kosice was disappointed by the public’s reactions to his
proposal. In this catalogue he asserts that people liked the aesthetics
of his models but considered his texts absurd and interpreted his
work as “science ﬁction”—erroneously, in his opinion. He emphasizes
that with Hydrospatial City he was trying to deal with the conditions
of the postindustrial age and insists that his project was not utopian
idealism, arguing, “Those who do not believe in its feasibility are still
bound to the cave and the nest, to wars and ﬂoods.”36

Kosice bridged the modern avant-garde and its postwar critics.
Hydrospatial City exhibits tensions between modernist and postmodernist attitudes that clearly correspond to a transitional period.
Besides its utopian literary and Marxist lineage, the work exhibits
much of the social drive and the naive optimism and idealism of
European avant-garde movements such as Russian Constructivism
or the Bauhaus, which Kosice admired.41 From these groups he drew
the notion that art had an ethical social role to fulﬁll and that the
ﬁne and applied arts could come together to help shape and improve
human life. This social drive was certainly an aspect of modernism
that he considered worth keeping and developing. Indeed, with his
suspended city, Kosice merged science, poetry, art, and architecture
to create human habitats. He considered Hydrospatial City his “integration of the arts project,”42 explaining that there would be no need
for the art object, painting, sculpture, or the other visual arts when
everything was integrated into the volume, color, movement, as well
as the internal and external routes of the human environment.43
In a similar way that he challenged regressive ﬁgurative and expressive art with his sculptures and paintings, Kosice questioned conventional forms of architecture and urban planning that had been
imposed on the people of Buenos Aires. Since the nineteenth century,
Argentinean authorities, inﬂuenced by European positivism, had
been attempting to modernize the city by implementing European
urban planning models. For them, Haussmannian Paris epitomized
urban modernity and reﬁnement. Most urban renewal projects, such
as the Avenida de Mayo (1894), derived from the academic urbanism
of the École des Beaux-Arts and the Institut d’Urbanisme of the
University of Paris. During the 1920s, Jean-Claude Nicolas Forestier,
Léon Jaussely, and Alfred Agache had made several urban renewal
proposals for Buenos Aires. The Commission of Building Aesthetics,
created in 1925, had incorporated Forestier’s ideas in the ﬁrst Organic
Project.44 Moreover, Peronism continued to employ conventional
Neoclassical aesthetics to construct government buildings through
the 1950s, as exempliﬁed by Alejandro Bustillo’s Banco de la Nación
(1944), a building that Kosice and his peers ridiculed by referring to it
as the “neoclassical King Kong of the Plaza de Mayo.”45 Kosice and
his colleagues ﬁercely rejected this type of nationalistic and monumental architecture and urbanism, not only because they disliked its
appearance but also because of its negative social and political connotations. They considered that it was based on a rhetoric that was
too similar to that of the Fascists.46

Figure 9 Gyula Kosice, cover of La ciudad hidroespacial, exh. cat. (Buenos Aires: Planetario de la
ciudad de Buenos Aires, 1979), ICAA Record ID 1274894.

Kosice tried to prove the viability of Hydrospatial City relentlessly
since he exhibited it in 1971. In order to make his project feasible,
Kosice consulted with scientists. Both the 1971 Galería Bonino exhibition catalogue and his 1972 book Kosice: La ciudad hidroespacial
quote the prominent Argentinean astrophysicist Carlos Varsavsky.
In a 2010 interview, Kosice asserted that it was Varsavsky who gave
him the solution to the city’s source of power.37 In Kosice: La ciudad
hidroespacial, Varsavsky claims that it is possible to draw water from
the clouds and decompose it through electrolysis in order to get oxygen to breathe and hydrogen to feed a nuclear fusion machine that
generates more energy.38 The catalogue for a 1979 exhibition at the
Galileo Galilei Planetarium in Buenos Aires also emphasizes the scientiﬁc viability of Kosice’s project. Professor Antonio Cornejo, the director of the planetarium, stresses that one of the conditions for life on
earth is the presence of water. In this catalogue, Kosice also discusses the project’s economic feasibility. He admits that its construction
cost would be enormous, but proposes to build it little by little and to
ﬁnance it with the money that could be saved by halting the production of weapons throughout the world.39 In addition, in 1982 Kosice
traveled to the United States to show his project to NASA engineers,
who apparently judged Hydrospatial City technically feasible but
impractical given its extremely high cost.40

Perhaps Kosice sensed the sinister and repressive eugenicist, universalizing, and normalizing agendas that underpinned both these beauxarts plans and the modernist urban renewal projects. López-Durán has
demonstrated that the basis of Agache’s, Forestier’s, and Le Corbusier’s
plans for Buenos Aires was a nefarious pseudo-scientiﬁc social
theory—Lamarckian eugenics, a branch of the eugenics movement
that developed in Latin America and was based on the notion that
the environment should interact with genetics in order to improve
the local race and bring about the possibility of “progress.”47 In 1929
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Le Corbusier had toured Buenos Aires and presented a radical proposal to renovate the city. Le Corbusier’s scheme for Buenos Aires, which
recalls his 1925 Plan Voisin for Paris, stipulates the creation of a massive conglomerate of business towers overlooking the La Plata River.
Le Corbusier further developed this schematic proposal in collaboration with his Argentinean disciples Juan Kurchan and Jorge Ferrari
Hardoy as the Plan Director de Buenos Aires (master plan for Buenos
Aires), which they designed in 1938 and published in 1947. With its
zoning rigidity, elevated motorways, and buildings on pilotis (piers),
the Plan Director closely followed Le Corbusier’s paradigmatic Ville
Radieuse (1930) and his notion of the Functional City.48 Although the
Plan Director was never executed, it informed several urban interventions in the city later on.49

measure up” to his architecture. Kosice reports having expressed
to Le Corbusier his admiration for his “habitable sculpture” at
Ronchamp. He also describes his visit to the architect’s Phillips
Pavilion at the 1958 World’s Fair in Brussels and praises the “renovator
of human habitat” and his collaborators for this “wonderful realization.” Kosice explains that Le Corbusier tried to realize a synthesis
of the arts in the pavilion, which he describes as an “extraordinary
electronic poem,” where a “spectacle of light, color, and sound develops in the interior.” These comments reveal that, rather than being
interested in Le Corbusier’s functionalist designs, Kosice was interested in the poetic quality of his late work and his concept of the
synthesis of the arts. This is not surprising, given Kosice’s constructivist inﬂuences and the synthetic nature of his own work. However,
it is remarkable that the artist did not waste this opportunity to talk
to Le Corbusier about his own ideas for architecture, and especially
that he did not shy away from expressing his strong aversion to functionalist architecture to its progenitor. He claims to have said to the
architect, “The current needs of the human being cannot stop at
an engineering of buildings, at the expressive aridity of dwellings,
drowning in the symmetry of big rectangular, grid-like windows, and
the absolute obedience of orthogonal angles, that exclude, in fact,
diversiﬁcation and aesthetic satisfaction.” Even more interesting is
that, when he was about to leave, Kosice mentioned Hydrospatial
City to Le Corbusier, possibly in order to test him or to get feedback
from him. In the article, Kosice claims that he and Le Corbusier parted agreeing “upon a distant but possible urbanism in space.”58

Le Corbusier’s concept of the Functional City had spread internationally after he had presented it at the Fourth CIAM Congress in 1933 and
published it as The Charter of Athens in 1943.50 This charter, which
CIAM invoked incessantly as a “sacred text,” had become the basis
of all modern urbanism.51 The Charter of Athens stipulates that the
Functional City segregate human activity in urban sectors that should
work autonomously and establish relationships with each other
according to the rational criterion of “time-saving.” In this paradigm,
human urban life is reduced to four functions: dwelling, circulation,
working, and recreation. Le Corbusier asserts in the charter that the
Functional City is a “carefully studied program” that leaves “nothing
to chance.” He justiﬁes its implementation with practical reasons—
contemporary cities constitute “the very image of chaos” and do not
fulﬁll their purpose, which is “to satisfy the primordial biological and
psychological needs of their populations.” 52 Le Corbusier based his
positivist scheme on modern science, the utilization of the latest technology, and the collaboration of experts.53 Like the Argentinean proposers of urban utopias and the French eugenicists, he exploited the
discourse on hygiene to promote his Functional City.54 In Buenos
Aires, CIAM’s and Le Corbusier’s theoretical presence consolidated with
the publication of the charter and its availability in Spanish beginning
1954.55 Even though Le Corbusier’s plans for Buenos Aires never materialized, it is very likely that Kosice knew about them because they
were highly visible and debated in the city.56
Although initially Kosice may have been reacting more to the classicist monumentality of ofﬁcial architecture and urbanism rather than
the modernist urban schemes for Buenos Aires, with time he directed
his criticism directly toward Le Corbusier and his Functional City.
Kosice argued passionately that Hydrospatial City would undermine
functionalist architecture and urbanism and would contribute to
ending their ill effects on human life and the environment. “Le
Corbusier y el poema electrónico” (Le Corbusier and the Electronic
Poem), an article that Kosice published in the newspaper La Nación
(Buenos Aires) on August 10, 1958, after he had interviewed Le
Corbusier, gives insight into Kosice’s thought on his oeuvre (ﬁg. 10).57
Kosice’s text reveals more about his own ideas than about Le
Corbusier’s work. It demonstrates that at that time Kosice admired
the Swiss-French architect’s work—or at least some aspects of it.
Kosice asserts that during the interview Le Corbusier showed him
a few paintings and sculptures that, according to Kosice, “did not

Figure 10 Le Corbusier (left) and Gyula Kosice (right), photograph taken during their interview
in Paris in 1958. From “Le Corbusier y el poema electrónico,” in Gyula Kosice, geocultura de la
Europa de hoy (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Losange, 1959, 59–64, ICAA Record ID 1317805

It is noteworthy that after this interview, Kosice’s criticism of functionalist urbanism and architecture intensiﬁed. In “Hydrospatial
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Architecture and Urbanism” (1971), Kosice links architectural modernism to academicism. He asserts that modern functional architecture is oppressive and obsolete and that it allows us to utilize only
“a minimum proportion of our mental faculties.” He afﬁrms that an
exploitative class society and its economy has imposed modern
apartments or habitable cells upon people, and he also announces
his intention of shaking the foundations of the architectural and
engineering professions, as well as “rigid convictions” and “logical
ideas,” all of which are “sustained by academic teaching.”59 In a 1976
interview Kosice actually declares that his “greatest enemies” were
the architects who built cities.60 Finally, in the 1979 Planetarium catalogue, which included a photograph of himself and Le Corbusier taken
during their interview (see ﬁg. 10), Kosice harshly criticizes the “renovator of human habitat,” his Charter of Athens, and his Modulor Man:

choice of model body is explicit—with a characteristically genderspeciﬁc language, he asserts that man through his body imposes
order “on his own scale, to his own proportion, comfortable for him,
to his measure. It is on the human scale. It is in harmony with him:
that is the main point.”64 This supposed universality of the human
body, based on the humanist image of a robust European gentleman
only generates “hypocritical ﬁctions of unity, identity, truth, and
authenticity.”65 Kosice was also well aware of the real, disastrous
consequences that Le Corbusier’s theories and practice had brought
to the built environment in general. He placed great emphasis on
the dire ecological problems they had caused, and he also accused
Le Corbusier of having failed to materialize his own vision of the
synthesis of the arts—which Kosice had admired—and to fulﬁll the
promises of a better life that he had made to the public.

Through the inﬂuence of Le Corbusier, an international
modern, functional, and in many cases organic architecture
has prevailed until now. An architecture of Power, centralized and repressive. Up until now, the gold section, the
straight angle, the modulor, symmetry, the link with
the form of the box, the capital gain of land, the wall, the
ceiling, apartment cells. The expressive aridity of the engineering of buildings, subdued by the laws of gravity. In
urbanism, a metropolis that imprisons, the antiquated
ideology of the Athens Charter that has not resolved the
encounter and the communication between its inhabitants,
demographic explosion, the pollution of its water and food,
ecologic depredation and ﬁnally the progressive increase
of spatial junk. Against all of this we propose Hidrospatial
Architecture . . . a more imaginative modus vivendi, a synthesis of art and dwelling and the concrete participation
of a multi-optional life.61

Hydrospatial City challenged Le Corbusier’s Functional City and his
“machines for living” directly.66 The non-teleological hydrospatial
cells, always populated by human ﬁgures (see ﬁgs. 2 and 3), are not
simple cells designed on the basis of universal anthropometric data
for the efﬁcient fulﬁllment of physical functions. Instead, they are
open, ﬂuid, and ﬂexible spaces where individuals, unrestricted by
prescriptive programs and rules, could roam freely and realize an
apparently limitless range of activities. The transparency of the
modules suggests an urban environment that has no conﬁning walls.
The provocative playfulness of Kosice’s proposal is also clearly
expressed in the material objects that constitute the project—his
sketches, photomontages, models, and three-dimensional multimedia panels, where color, bubbles, dots, and light enliven organic and
curvilinear forms that undermine the rigidity of the Cartesian modernist architecture.
Kosice’s descriptive narratives (see ﬁg. 4) constitute his greatest
critique of modernist functionalism. Poetic descriptions such as
“space for lost steps and absences that are recycled” do not make
much sense.67 Some of his annotations, such as “chemical dissolution of residues,” or “gliding access ramp,” appear to indicate the
practical functioning of Hydrospatial City; however, these labels
are few and are presented in a random way.68 These descriptive
narratives reject the modernist focus on the efﬁcient fulﬁllment
of basic biological needs or obligatory activities such as working.
They reﬂect Kosice’s aim to liberate individuals from “all selfimposed psychological and sociological ties.”69 In “Hydrospatial
Architecture and Urbanism” Kosice proposes to replace rooms that
have become architectural “rituals,” such as the living room or the
kitchen, with “something calm or intense, but differentiated in
every way, as places in which to live.”70 His descriptive narratives
leave room for the ludic, the psychological, and the fulﬁllment of
repressed biological and mental needs. For example, Kosice contemplated a “place for the sheltering of women’s dreams and punctual
or abstract desires,” a “place for the setting of sentimental, corporal,
copulative, sexual and erotic coordinates in sublimated buoyancy,”
and a “place for diminishing anguish.”71 These texts act as triggers
for our imagination, inviting us to envision ourselves using the
spaces in any way we want.

This text demonstrates that Kosice was familiar not only with Le
Corbusier’s Functional City but also with the Modulor, a system of
proportion that the architect had developed and utilized to design
his buildings. The racist, sexist, and eugenicist Modulor is an instrument devised to normalize and “whiten” all human life by creating
architectures and equipment based on the measurements of an ideal
white male body. It derived from a research project on proportion
that Le Corbusier had worked on for about twenty years until 1945,
and with which he had earned his doctoral degree in philosophy
and mathematics from the University of Zurich (1943). Le Corbusier
considered that a universal system of measurement was needed to
respond to the conditions of the modern world, which called for prefabrication and standardization. He believed that his mathematical
expression would yield innumerable satisfactory and harmonious
combinations, and utilized this system to design his buildings, as did
the engineers and architects that worked for him.62 As architect Luce
Lance Hosey points out, the Modulor combines Le Corbusier’s dual
conception of the body as “divine proportion” and “machine.”63 Like
the ancient Roman architect Vitruvius, Le Corbusier promoted the
practice of using parts of the body such as the foot as units of measurement—a practice that is both racially and sexually exclusive. His
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Hydrospatial City focuses on the speciﬁc individual and his or her
agency. As he did with his pioneering pinturas and esculturas articuladas, Kosice sought to create art and architecture that would grant
agency to human beings—in this case, the more long-lasting and signiﬁcant agency to live their lives the way they desired to. According
to Kosice, “hydrocitizens” would be able to invent their own architecture; in addition, since the modules are open and displaceable, they
would be able to select the sites where they want to live and to connect their spaces to other dwellings or platforms if they wish to do
so. 72 In addition, Hydrospatial City questions modernist universal
stereotypes like Le Corbusier’s Modulor Man; for instance, Kosice
proposed that a “hydrocitizen” could be as speciﬁc as an Argentinean
cowboy by including an “Argentinean platform for friendship and
gaucho behavior” in Memoria descriptive, maqueta F (Descriptive
narrative, Model F) (see ﬁg. 4).73

In order to ﬁnd a solution to these problems, as well as a source
of clean energy to sustain his hovering city, Kosice turned to water—
an element that had become central in his art. The artist considered
water a precious resource, the source of energy itself. In his manifesto “La arquitectura del agua en la escultura” (The architecture
of water in sculpture) (1959), Kosice asserted that water was a
superior, primal element from the point of view of biology, as well
as the major physical component of the planet.78
The historical signiﬁcance of Hydrospatial City should not be
underestimated. Kosice’s project foreshadows widely discussed
and inﬂuential critiques of modern functionalist architecture and
urbanism. It demonstrates that the challenge to the modernist
utopias did not just originate from Europe and the United States
but also from the southernmost fringes of the West. Although this
work entered the transatlantic dialogue somewhat late, its international impact was immediate—it was displayed in the Espace Pierre
Cardin in Paris in late 1974 and early 1975, capturing the attention
of leading art critics and the press. Although Hydrospatial City
seems exceedingly optimistic and naive by our contemporary
standards, it functions as an efﬁcient catalyst for reﬂection.
Regardless of its unrealized status, clever proposals such as Kosice’s
Hydrospatial City are consequential because they enter discourse
and ultimately inﬂect artistic and architectural practice.
Hydrospatial City loudly denounces the sinister repressive,
eugenicist, universalizing, and normalizing aspects of the Functional
City. With the alternative social vision it offers, Kosice’s proposal
also condemns the inequalities that take place in capitalist societies.
It calls attention to serious problems that continue to plague our
cities to this day, such as the lack of agency of individuals or the
nefarious effects of urbanization on the planet’s ecosystems.
Today, Hydrospatial City still shakes our conﬁdence in our society
and living environment and makes us reﬂect upon what could be
improved. It underscores the fact that art can move beyond pure
aesthetics and inﬂect life, something that contemporary art
continues to demonstrate.

Although Kosice invokes science and technology in Hydrospatial City,
they are meant to support human existence rather than dominate
it—what he sought was a “humanized technology.”74 In his view,
science and technology, correctly applied, would help to end the
parasitic and destructive relationship of modern societies with their
planet and with each other. Certainly Hydrospatial City constitutes
a pioneering and insightful critique to the irresponsible behavior of
modern architects and planners towards the milieu. For example, in
the 1976 interview that Vera Ocampo conducted, Kosice expressed
his concern about the pollution that the Functional City’s trafﬁc
caused: “Dormitory-cities are those in which one goes to work to
a distant place during the day but comes back to sleep in them at
night. . . . There is an ecological reason that must be taken into
account in the long run, our air is rotting . . . and vegetables . . .
and water.”75 It is worth repeating here that Kosice’s proposal
originated in his worry about the viability of human life on Earth.
As I have argued, his fear was very likely motivated by the violent
behavior of human beings. In fact, this fear also stemmed from his
concern for the planet’s natural balance—the artist worried about
increasing populations and scarce resources and continuously asserted that Hydrospatial City was a feasible “biological necessity.”76 In
a booklet that he published in 1982—probably on the occasion of
his exhibition at the Hakone Museum in Japan—Kosice expressed his
anxiety about the deteriorating terrestrial ecosystems:
To have our roots on the Earth or, to be more accurate, on
the water planet—even though its atmosphere, its food
and its waters are contaminated—, to witness, helpless,
the persistent geographical and geological depredation,
to watch how the ecological balance is slowly destroyed,
to verify the constant demographic growth—all these are
so many incentives for the radical changes we are already
anticipating as a biological need.77
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Siracusano observes that many of his colleagues—the artists that published
Arturo—adhered to dialectic materialism. Gabriela Siracusano, “Las artes plásticas en las décadas del ’40 y el ’50,” in Nueva historia argentina, ed. José Emilio
Burucúa, vol. 2 (Buenos Aires: Editorial Sudamericana, 1999), 18. Kosice seems to
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enced by this political context. A detailed examination of the symbolism in the paintings Amaral created preceding the Campos de batalha
series offers a reading on cultural inﬂuences and the artists’ own
critical stance against the political oppression of Brazil under the
authoritarian regime. This essay also examines the importance of
the Campo de batalha series in relation to Brazil’s contemporary
efforts in reckoning with the atrocities that occurred under the
military dictatorship.

ANTÔNIO HENRIQUE AMARAL’S BATTLEFIELD PAINTINGS
AND THE BRAZILIAN MILITARY DICTATORSHIP
Margaret H. Adams

In Antônio Henrique Amaral’s painting Campo de batalha 3 (Battleﬁeld
3) (1973) a withered, oversized banana lies in a strangely precarious
situation, bound by a rope to a knife and fork (ﬁg. 1). A yellow drip sits
on the bottom left edge of the dish, while the shadow that looms under
the tangled mass of metal and fruit bares a sinister resemblance to the
country of Brazil. The composition cuts off the ends of the utensils,
which push at the frame’s boundaries, introducing a sense of claustrophobia. Deviating from the traditional depictions of fruit in painted
still lifes, Campo de batalha 3 is uncharacteristically violent, as the
inanimate banana appears to be restrained and bound. The yellow
fruit in the image no longer resembles the tropical environment it
was plucked in, but now is tormented by the eating utensils. The monumental painting’s ominous tone overpowers the viewer’s experience
through the extreme contrast between the stark lighting and haunting
shadows. Campo de batalha 3’s large scale (ﬁve by six feet) suggests a
meaning more critical than the banal subject matter of the yellow fruit
and massive silverware. At the time this painting was created, Brazil
was experiencing the most violent period of its military dictatorship
(1964–85), which is notorious for censorship, interrogations, arrests,
torture, and disappearances of those deemed dissidents of the
repressive government. The dark political and social realities of that
time in Brazilian history are ﬁltered through the viewer’s visceral
awareness of the painting’s tone, size, and subject matter. Through
a political lens, Campo de batalha 3 exempliﬁes the oppressive and
violent mistreatment of the Brazilian population during the country’s
military dictatorship.

From 1973 to 1974, Amaral (Brazilian, 1935–2015) created the Campos
de batalha series of thirty-ﬁve paintings, including Campo de batalha
3, while living in New York City after he was awarded the Foreign
Travel Prize at the Twentieth National Salon of Modern Art in Rio de
Janeiro in 1971.1 The Campos de batalha paintings all have the subject matter of bananas, and the depictions of the yellow fruit become
increasingly violent and claustrophobic as the series continues. For
example, the close-up composition of Campo de batalha 31 (1974)
shows only bits of a banana that cling to the metal of utensils,
which have violently and voraciously obliterated any trace of the
fruit (ﬁg. 2). Encouraging associations with institutional imprisonment, the composition closes in on the forks’ tines, mimicking the
verticality of the bars of a jail cell, which at the time of the Brazilian
military dictatorship had become sites of interrogation and torture.

Figure 2 Antônio Henrique Amaral, Campo de batalha 31, 1974, oil on canvas, the Jack S. Blanton
Museum of Art, Archer M. Huntington Museum Fund, 1975.

Figure 1 Antônio Henrique Amaral, Campo de batalha 3, 1973, oil on canvas, Coleção da Bolsa
de Mercadorias & Futuros e Bolsa de Valores de São Paulo.

Through an examination of the military dictatorship’s widespread
practices of interrogation, torture, and disappearances, this essay
shows an analysis of the banana in Campo de batalha 3 as a surrogate human body subjected to cruel treatment, indicative of the
oppression and human rights abuses under the authoritarian regime.
These paintings exemplify the artist’s own challenges in grappling
with the military dictatorship and his own unique experience as a
relocated Brazilian painter in New York City at a time when art in
Brazil shifted away from traditional media and the institutional
spaces of museums and galleries.2 Although research on painters at
this time exists, there appears to be a gap in analysis of how artists
employing traditional media and exhibiting in museums were inﬂu-
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in his article that Amaral’s choice of subject matter and art medium
both exempliﬁed an urgency that neither bananas nor oil painting
had held before, and he implored the viewer to consider the political
context in Brazil at the time that the paintings were created. Someone
with the experience of living under the oppression of the Brazilian
military dictatorship will yield a vastly different analysis than someone who has not, thus supporting Flusser’s central argument.
Art critic and historian Frederico Morais’s 1993 essay “O corpo contra
os metais da oppressão” (“The Body Against the Metals of Oppression”)
addresses the cruel treatment of the bananas in Amaral’s Campos de
batalha series. In a similar vein to Flusser’s analysis, Morais recognized
the political context within the paintings, however more violent,
stating that, “the banana could be found rotten, bound, gagged [with]
‘bruises’ covering its entire ‘body.’”9 Morais made the assertion of corporeal punishment and pointedly identiﬁed the banana as a victim of
arbitrary abuse, drawing a corollary to the Brazilian military’s violent
practices during the rule of the authoritarian regime.10 Throughout
the Campos de batalha series, the banana’s victimization is evident.
Particular to Campo de batalha 3, the banana invokes a human body
in the way that the bruised peel resembles human skin. Essentially,
the banana is soft and ﬂeshy to the touch. However, this understanding is not experienced immediately through the surface of the canvas
itself, but is a concept activated by the viewer.

On April 1, 1964, the Brazilian military overthrew President João
Goulart, transforming the country from a democracy into a dictatorship that lasted for twenty-one years (1964–85). Brazil experienced a
new height of corruption under President Emílio Garrastazu Médici’s
rule (1969–74), a ﬁve-year period often referred to as os anos de chumbo (the Leaden Years).3 After the 1968 decree of Institutional Act 5
(AI-5), a law noted for the suspension of habeas corpus, or basic human
rights, Médici’s rule was blackened with disappearances, systematic
torture, and selective killings of people who identiﬁed with the opposition.4 Resistance groups were comprised predominantly of young university students, intellectuals, and young professionals who largely
belonged to the middle, upper-middle, and wealthy classes. Social
alliances of students and labor parties denounced the authoritarian
regime in public protests. More extreme activist groups, which were
part of the armed struggle, resorted to radical activity, such as kidnapping international ambassadors and holding them ransom for the
release of political prisoners.5 Evident in the title of Amaral’s Campos
de batalha series, which translates to Battlefields, Brazil was the site
where the authoritarian regime and civilians waged an ongoing war.

The practice of phenomenology was popular among artists in Brazil
during the military dictatorship and took a trajectory that favored
human experience over ﬁnished art objects. Frederico Morais, one of
the most inﬂuential critical voices in contemporary art in Brazil during
the 1970s and 1980s, suggested that art practice move away from
traditional media such as painting and sculpture and toward collective
engagement between the public and artists.11 Morais’s idea, in alignment with the practice of other artists in Brazil at this time, was that
art could surpass political strife and enrich human experience through
the freedom found in artistic creation. This line of thought was central
to artistic expression, while other forms of art production, namely
painting, were deemphasized in Brazil. However, as seen with Amaral’s
painted works, painting, although attached to the idea of art as commodity, was still an important medium for addressing the political
conﬂict during the Brazilian military dictatorship.

In 1974 Czech-born critic and theorist Vilém Flusser published an article on Amaral’s Campos de batalha series in São Paulo’s journal Artes
titled “Campos de batalha: Tornar visível o invisível” (“Battleﬁelds:
Making the Invisible Visible”). In this essay, Flusser questioned the
signiﬁcance of Amaral’s oversized and violent paintings, noting that
there was an inherent meaning to these depictions of giant bananas
and silverware. Flusser pointed out a “brutal terror and heavy oppression” in the monumental series, but ultimately tiptoed around the
insinuation of Brazil’s political turmoil at that time.6 Using German
philosopher Edmund Husserl’s analysis on phenomenology, Flusser
writes about Amaral’s paintings through ethical, aesthetic, and technical approaches. Central to Flusser’s article, phenomenology is a theory
that explores how each individual human experiences the world in
distinct ways dependent on their own associations and histories.7

Art Production and Art Market under the Brazilian Military Dictatorship
Broadly speaking, art created under the authoritarian regime was
produced within the cultural context of oppression and censorship,
although artists working during that time found that the censorship
in the art world was not as clearly deﬁned for the visual arts as it was
for other modes of cultural production, such as literature, ﬁlm, and
theater.12 The visual arts were considered to exist for an elite audience and in private institutions, making artistic practices less likely
to instigate public resentment toward the authoritarian regime.
Therefore, visual artists did not experience the same dangers of exile
and arrest as frequently as those working in other creative spheres in
Brazil at that time.13 However, as censors were often unpredictable,
many artists consequently engaged in self-censorship, as seen with
Amaral’s use of the subversive symbol of the banana fruit in the
Campos de batalha series.

In his essay, Flusser references Husserl and the concept of phenomenology in order to assert that each viewer’s own discrete system of
memories and associations with bananas and paintings will inﬂuence their singular interpretation of the Campos de batalha series.
Amaral, in a statement for Galeria de Arte Alberto Bonﬁglioli, offers
his personal views on being a painter, stating, “The artist does not
answer questions, the artist proposes the ideas, problems for the
receiver to think about or not think about, receive or not.”8 Amaral
recognizes the banana’s ambiguous nature and that his massive
canvases are a point of interpretation facilitated by the act of painting. Therefore, meaning in Amaral’s Campos de batalha series is not
explicit, but rather their signiﬁcance materializes during moments of
interaction between the viewers and the art objects. Flusser asserts
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was living away from Brazil.20 The subject of the banana served as
a way for Amaral to show that Brazil still existed for him in the overbearing and unfriendly environment of New York. However, Amaral
recognized both the hardships of the demanding U.S. art market and
the allowances the city afforded him with his art practice, especially
in the midst of the political climate at home in Brazil.

At that time, artists in Brazil, like artists elsewhere in the world, sought
to evade artistic institutions and works that could be commodiﬁed
easily. Although the Brazilian economy experienced major growth in
the years following the instatement of the military dictatorship, inﬂation resulted in ﬂuctuations of the cruzeiro, causing unstable conditions in the daily currency value. However, the Brazilian art market during the military dictatorship saw a rise of sales on expensive modernist
paintings, as the newly wealthy population invested their money in
certain art works as assets that would retain their original market
value.14 As artists questioned the political and social constructs of
daily life, art production in Brazil still was inﬂuenced by the unpredictable ﬁnancial situation.15 Amaral, who was exceptional as a
painter and a printmaker, was not initially recognized for his painting
practice, particularly because there seemed to be limited interest in
contemporary painting within the Brazilian art market at that time.
However, Amaral did experience success with painting during his
time abroad in New York City, when he began painting his Campos
de batalha series between 1973 and 1974.

In another letter to his good friend and art critic Ferreira Gullar, Amaral
acknowledges that as a painter he would experience better success in
South American art markets if he were to return to Brazil, however the
“censorship, arbitrary arrests, stagnation of friends, and the absence
of cultural vitality” were factors that deterred him from returning.21
Although he states within his letter to Gullar that his time in New York
afforded him the freedom of artistic expression with an open political
critique, his Campo de batalha series still exercised self-censorship
through the subversive symbol of the banana fruit. Considering that
foreign awards did not provide traveling artists with the funds to support life abroad, Amaral seemed to imply that he knew he would return
to Brazil eventually. With the uncertainty of life in Brazil during the
military dictatorship, it was advantageous to work within the conﬁnes of censorship. However, this worked in Amaral’s favor, as he did
experience success in some U.S. institutions within his short period
of residency. Amaral’s accomplishments abroad can be attributed to
the fact that his paintings of bananas satisﬁed U.S. preconceptions of
Latin American art by incorporating symbols bolstering Brazil as a
tropical and exotic location.22

Amaral’s accomplishment in winning the Twentieth National Salon
of Modern Art in Rio de Janeiro in 1971 allowed him to move to New
York City. It was during his time in the United States that Amaral
became recognized for his banana subject matter, when his Campos
de batalha paintings premiered during his 1974 solo show of seventeen canvases at the Lee Ault & Co. gallery located in New York City.
These paintings were shown later in various galleries and museums
in Mexico, Brazil, and a few other smaller institutions in the United
States, speciﬁcally the Birmingham Art Museum in Alabama and the
Nashville Fine Art Center in Tennessee.16 The limited attention
Amaral received in the United States for his banana series is revealing of the struggles of artists from Latin America, whose art was
often type casted by U.S. audiences and art critics as secondary to
or derivative of American art practices.

For example, in September and October 1971, several of Amaral’s
earlier paintings that depict bananas, with the titles Brasilianas
and Bananas, showed at the gallery of the Pan American Union (now
known as the Organization of American States) in Washington, D.C.
Organized by the Department of Cultural Affairs of the United States
Department of State, this exhibition implied that Amaral’s work was
an artistic representation of the mutually beneﬁcial economic relations between the United States and Brazil, especially with agricultural exports.23 Exhibition viewers could drink Caipirinhas, Brazil’s
national cocktail, while mingling along other gallery-goers and
monkeys dressed in green and yellow outﬁts, the colors on Brazil’s
national ﬂag. The Pan American Union show promoted a tropical
and exotic reading of Amaral’s paintings, an idea that was encouraged in the show’s accompanying printed text.24 Interestingly, the
exhibition pamphlet, written by Cuban art critic José Gómez-Sicre,
did not include much about the banana as the topic of the paintings,
but focused on constructing an amiable union between Brazil and
the United States.25 The other reference to the banana fruit was
expressed in a vague and brief comment attributed to Amaral, stating
that “he sees the fruit as ‘a symbol of Brazil.’”26 At the exhibition’s
opening, Amaral was approached by a Brazilian general attaché,
General Montanha, who questioned the artist about the suspicious
signiﬁcance of the paintings.27 Carefully, the painter responded that
the works were part of a formal study and, as in Gómez-Sicre’s words,
they represented Brazil as a tropical country in South America.

While living in New York City’s SoHo neighborhood, Amaral was among
a group of other inﬂuential Brazilian artists who had relocated to New
York to explore their own artistic practices. The well-known artists that
came before him include Amilcar de Castro, Antonio Dias, Anna Bella
Geiger, Rubens Gerchman, Cildo Meireles, and Hélio Oiticica, all of
whom have been the topic of signiﬁcant academic discussion.17 With
the increase of dictatorships in Latin America (during the 1960s and
1970s), Europe and the United States became the cultural centers for
artists and other intellectuals ﬂeeing the political situation in their
home countries such as Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay. It was during
life in New York that Amaral found himself among a group of other
artists from Brazil’s neighboring countries, including the Argentine
artist César Paternosto, Chilean painter Enrique Castro Cid, and
German-born Uruguayan artist Luis Camnitzer.18 These artists experienced their own trials with oppression both in New York as “Latin
American” artists and within the political atmosphere of their home
countries, which were similarly experiencing coups and dictatorships.19 They often struggled with being recognized by art institutions
in the United States, exemplifying the instability of life and work for
this particular group of artists while abroad. In Amaral’s personal letter
to Vilém Flusser in October 1974, he wrote that painting bananas during that time helped him to “preserve a sense of identity,” while he

banana paintings at this show illustrate a fruitful, lucrative, and
tropical environment; however, many of the titles of Amaral’s works
listed in this exhibition pamphlet connote violence and destruction.
In particular, three titles—Rotting Bananas, Umbilical Rupture, and
Small Rotting Banana on a Plate—stand out among the other twentytwo images listed. These titles bring attention to the fact that the
paintings shown do not all depict the idealism offered in the exhibition text. Because the Pan American Union pamphlet only provides a
list of works without accompanying images it is difﬁcult to conﬁrm if
the paintings presented at this show corroborate the violence of the
Campos de batalha series, but these three titles insinuate that a few
images stray from Gómez-Sicre’s tropical allusions.28

Amaral directly references the international policy in his 1968 painting
Boa Vizinhança (Good Neighbor), which depicts an under-ripe banana
situated at the junction of a Brazilian and an American ﬂag (ﬁg. 3).
Seen at the bottom of the canvas, the Brazilian ﬂag that usually reads
“Ordem e Progresso” (Order and Progress) now only reads “ESSO,” a
reference to the leading Standard Oil Company (now Exxon) based in
the United States. The suggestion of commodities and international
trade in connection with a single banana calls to mind the United
States’ midcentury mode of capitalistic imperialism through monoculture and the banana republics that resulted throughout much of
Central America and the Caribbean. In light of the system’s long-lasting
impact on Latin America (in the form of an impoverished working class,
foreign dependency, and national underdevelopment), Amaral’s Boa
Vizinhança shows a critical stance on U.S. and Brazilian relations in
trade and politics, a cynical tone that can be seen in several of his
other works.

Veiled by the suggestion of prosperity and international trade,
Gómez-Sicre’s interpretation of Amaral’s paintings omitted the
reality of Brazil’s tumultuous political and social climate. And, like
most of the history around Brazil’s coup d’état, the exhibition text
failed to acknowledge that the United States supported the 1964
military coup. Known as Operation Brother Sam in recent declassiﬁed
documents from Washington, D.C., the United States covertly provided
armed force provisions on the eve of the April takeover in the case of
a violent resistance.29 After the Cuban Revolution (1953–59) and
during the Cold War, the United States, anxious about the spread of
Communism, became increasingly involved in global policies.30 The
declassiﬁed documents from the period of President Lyndon B.
Johnson’s administration point to the coercive role of the United
States in supporting the Brazilian military coup.31 Besides dismissing
a more critical analysis of international politics at that time, GómezSicre’s Pan American Union pamphlet also failed to develop a dialogue
around Amaral’s banana metaphor with insights to Brazilian culture
and other political inﬂuences.
Symbols within Amaral’s Bananas
The symbol of the banana conjures up ideas of the tropical and exotic,
a stereotype that has long been associated with Brazil and other parts
of Latin America. The banana ﬁrst appeared in Brazilian propaganda
paintings by artists, such as Albert Eckhout, who employed the fruit
to create an image of abundance and wealth in colonial Brazil.32 In
the twentieth century, the yellow fruit appeared in the works of other
artists well before Amaral’s Campos de batalha series. Anita Malfatti
and Tarsila do Amaral, two of the most inﬂuential artists during the
Brazilian modernist art movement during the 1920s, both incorporated
the image of the banana fruit into their work to signify their Brazilian
identity.33 The banana as a symbol holds associations with two
twentieth-century Brazilian cultural movements, Anthropophagy and
Tropicália, which both sought to reconstruct foreign stereotypes of
Brazil and reinvigorate artistic production through the appropriation
of other cultures.34 Many of the views that depict Brazil as carefree
and exotic were perpetuated by characters like Disney’s cartoon parrot Carioca Zé and the Samba performer Carmen Miranda, who was
introduced in the 1930s as a symbol of prosperous trade between the
U.S. and Brazil during Roosevelt’s Good Neighbor Policy.35

Figure 3 Antônio Henrique Amaral, Boa vizinhança, 1968, oil on canvas, Rose and Alfredo Setúbal
Collection.

In his article “Uma visão do exterior” (“A View from Abroad”) (1996),
art historian Edward Sullivan asserts that the repetitive nature of
Amaral’s subject matter is evocative of the banal objects found in the
Pop art movement, namely Andy Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup screen
prints, Claes Oldenburg’s oversized sculptures, and Jasper Johns’
ﬂag paintings.36 In 2015 Amaral was included in a group exhibition
organized by the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis titled Pop
International, which displayed some of the works from artists that
were part of the Nova Figuração (New Figuration) group in Brazil.
Nova Figuração marked a return to the ﬁgure in twentieth-century
art and a shift away from the artistic practices of geometric abstraction.37 Amaral’s work Homenagem séc XX/XXI was exhibited in the
show among other artists of the Nova Figuração group, such as
Rubens Gerchman, Antonio Dias, Carlos Vergara, and Ivan Freitas.38

The Pan American Union show praised Amaral’s success in the international art world, evading the artist’s intention or concept behind
his own work. From the show’s text, it is easy to assume that the
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Homenagem séc XX/XXI shows a bizarre, mutant-like representation
of a human face with two noses and four belligerent mouths rising
out of a stiff shirt collar and necktie (ﬁg. 4). The composition crops
the pink face at the top of the nasal bridges, turning the being into a
large phallus. The ofﬁcial shoulder markings in the image resemble
the decorations worn by a colonel in the Brazilian military. The stars
and stripes in the background are emblematic of the U.S. ﬂag, while
the colors on the military ofﬁcial represent the yellow and green
found on the Brazilian ﬂag. Similar to Amaral’s Boa Vizinhança, this
image exempliﬁes a seemingly political commentary on international
relations between Brazil and the United States and mocks those
politicians and administrators that hold ofﬁcial power. Taking the
analysis one step further would imply that Amaral’s image implicates
the U.S. in the support of the military coup d’état that initiated the
twenty-one years of Brazilian dictatorial government. In her essay
for the exhibition catalogue, Claudia Calirman asserts that Pop
International displays the connection between the Brazilian Nova
Figuração artists and U.S. Pop artists in technique and subject matter;
however, the underlying political themes coming from the Brazilian
artists in the show exemplify a remarkable difference between the
two movements.39

Institutional Torture, Techniques, and Dissidents
In his letter to Flusser in October 1974, Amaral thanked the critic for
writing about his images in his article “Tornar vísivel o invísivel” in a
manner that exposed a political signiﬁcance in the quotidian yellow
fruit. 40 At the time that Flusser wrote his review of Amaral’s work,
the severity of AI-5 had set in, and the government’s clandestine
activity, such as arrests, torture, interrogations, and political murders
of those deemed dissidents, had become part of daily life in Brazil.
After the passing of AI-5, arrests did not have to follow strict protocol,
and the inclusion of torture during interrogations made it easier for
government ofﬁcials to gather information on the leftist organizations, such as their members, activities, and headquarters.41 The main
oppressive agencies were the Department of Information Operation
and the Center of Internal Defense Operations (DOI-CODI) alliance,
the National Information Service (SNI), and the Department of Public
Safety (DOPS).42 The DOI-CODI was a military apparatus that coordinated arrests, interrogations, and analyses of the information gathered from detainees’ confessions. These oppressive agencies were
specialized in their assignments. Torture had become systematic
and was taught to agents by other experts in the ﬁeld to ensure that
these organizations were well trained and efﬁcient in carrying out
their underground activities.43 Although not directly referenced in
the painting, Campos de batalha 3 invokes the methodical nature of
these violent organizations.
In Campo de batalha 3, the knife and the fork are precise and clinical
instruments used to cut and dissect the body of the yellow fruit.
Precariously balanced atop the organic decaying banana, the sharp
and violent fork tines are pointed upward and outward toward the
viewer, imparting a sense of danger to the audience and exposing
them to physical harm. The silverware is arranged in a manner that
appears boorish and unreﬁned in customary table etiquette, and the
reckless feaster who leaves their utensils in this position gambles
with being stabbed. Presumably in a kitchen or on a table in a dining
room, the setting in Campo de batalha 3 is depicted in an unconventional way, turning a space reserved for eating and nourishment into
a crowded torture chamber.

mirrored in Amaral’s Campo de batalha 3, in which the bruised and
maimed banana fruit can be seen tied to the rigid structures of the
knife and the fork. Like the Brazilian population that was forcibly and
violently subjected to these modes of torture, the docile banana is a
cheap fruit sadistically objectiﬁed as an arbitrary plaything for the
unseen feaster, who delights in its decay and mutilation.
A December 1969 cover of Veja drew a corollary between the interrogations under the dictatorship with torture practices from the Spanish
Inquisition (ﬁg. 5).45 Criticizing the existence of torture in twentiethcentury Brazil as an antiquated practice, this issue’s cover shows an
eighteenth-century French etching and engraving by Bernard Picart
of a sadistic torment chamber with victims subjected to painful treatments and tied to torture devices. An article inside the magazine highlighted a story about 23-year-old Chael Charles Schreier, who was afﬁliated with the Palmares Revolutionary Armed Vanguard (VAR-Palmares),
a guerrilla organization in Brazil during the time of the regime.
Schreier was arrested, taken to DOPS and was killed during torture.
He was beaten so severely that his death certiﬁcate stated that he
sustained seven broken ribs, brain hemorrhages, internal bleeding,
and intense bruising. A critical commentary on the institutional
procedure of arrests and interrogation, the 1969 Veja article depicts
the human rights abuses under the military dictatorship as cruel and
gratuitous, a concept Amaral exempliﬁed in several of his Campos de
batalha paintings. In particular, Amaral’s painting A morte do sábado
– Homenagem a Vladimir Herzog (A Death on Saturday—A Tribute to
Vladimir Herzog) (1975) is one of the most violent and visceral banana
paintings he created and was interestingly one of his last on the
subject matter of the yellow fruit (ﬁg. 6).

Amaral’s Campo de batalha series, although invoking a more naturalistic approach to painting, falls under many of the same parameters of
Nova Figuração in the display of everyday subject matter in contrast
with the more serious backdrop of oppression and violence during the
military dictatorship. In the same vein of the works produced under
the Nova Figuração movement, Amaral’s Campos de batalha series can
be interpreted in vastly different ways dependent on the viewer’s own
network of associations and memories. Therefore, Flusser’s analysis of
the painted series in relation to fear and violence under the military
dictatorship warrants a deeper analysis of institutional torture and
those that were subjected to it.

The most widely used instrument of torture during the Brazilian
military dictatorship is referred to as the Parrot’s Perch (pau de arara),
which suspended victims from a wooden pole behind their knees. With
their hands bound, these individuals were incapacitated and torturers
would then beat, water board, electrocute, and/or choke the victim.44
Other victims suffered chemical burns, cigarette burns, sexual abuse,
and drowning. The bound and beaten bodies of these victims are
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The banana in A morte do sábado closely resembles an eviscerated
body, as the viewer can make out the structure of a ribcage and what
appears to be fatty tissue. The color palette is far more varied than
the other compositions of Campos de batalha, as Amaral employed
reds and pinks, resembling meat rather than fruity endocarp. The
forks in A morte do sábado insatiably impale and devour the banana.
This painting’s title references Vladimir Herzog, a journalist and
university professor who was arrested and detained at the DOPS
because of his afﬁliation with the Brazilian Communist Party (PCB).
His suspicious death was announced on Saturday, October 25, 1975.
Although ofﬁcials originally claimed that Herzog took his own life,
photographs and a coroner’s report later showed that the police
staged his suicide.
A morte do sábado does not ﬁt into the model that the Campos de
batalha series follows, as the image deviates from the subdued yellow
and grey hues. Further, the style of the banana is more abstract. A
morte do sábado is arguably the most convincing image that completes the analysis of a banana as a tortured body. Interestingly, the
title of A morte do sábado, references the speciﬁc event of Herzog’s
death. In contrast, the Campos de batalha titles are serial, meaning
that, unlike the tribute to Herzog, no single composition in the group
has more inherent importance over another. The bananas are isolated, plucked from a bunch on a tree and moved to an inexact location
that remains unknown, mirroring the reality of clandestine killings
and disappearances at the time of the military dictatorship. Just as
Amaral’s Campos de batalha paintings are titled in an almost arbitrarily sequenced order, those individuals who were arrested, killed, and
disappeared at the hand of the repressive regimes were stripped of
their identity.46

In the clandestine events committed by the Brazilian regime, houses
were frequent locations for the interrogation and imprisonment of
individuals kidnapped by the repressive agencies. Many of the interrogations occurred in prisons, however other clandestine centers
included military hospitals and rural houses, where the different
rooms of these buildings were repurposed as cells. The name
“Grandma’s House,” which connotes a warm haven, ironically was a
title given to the DOI-CODI center in São Paulo. Within these rooms,
various methods of torture were used for the extraction of information from those arrested.

Figure 4 Antônio Henrique Amaral, Homenagem séc. XX/XXI, 1967, oil on canvas,
Lili and João Avelar Collection.

Figure 6 Antônio Henrique Amaral, A morte do sábado. Homenagem a Vladimir Herzog, 1975,
oil on canvas, private collection.

A contemporary of Amaral, Artur Barrio (Brazilian, born 1945) also
worked with the subject of disappearances and anonymity. Barrio’s
Situações (Situations) were artworks made of white sheets wrapped
around a collection of debris and waste, such as rotting garbage,
meat, and used diapers, all bundled together in a way that resembled
Figure 5 Cover image of Veja, no. 66 (São Paulo), December 10, 1969.
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a human body. Artur’s bloodied bundles, like Situação....... T/T1.......
(Situation......T/T1, 1970), exemplify the dominant art practice in Brazil
by engaging audiences outside of artistic institutions (ﬁg. 7). By invading everyday spaces, these works opened a political and social critique
to a larger, public audience, while still ensuring Barrio’s anonymity
under censorship. The disturbing aspect of Situações was their likeness
to bound and disposed human bodies, an experience that was heightened through the smell of spoiled meat and the presence of the blood
on the white sheets that held the bundles together.

Figure 7 Artur Barrio, Situação…...T/T1........, 1970, photograph, Coleção Inhotim Centro de Arte
Contemporânea, Minas Gerais, Brazil..

Unlike Flusser’s adoption of phenomenology with Amaral’s Campos de
batalha paintings, which requires that the viewer associate meaning
through their own interpretation of a banana rather than encountering
the rotting fruit ﬁrsthand, Barrio’s Situações provoked the viewer’s
spatial, perceptual, and sensorial engagement with art through touch,
smell, and direct engagement with the bundles of trash. Although
different in art practices, both Amaral’s series and Barrio’s Situações
employ detritus to insinuate an abused human body wrapped in rope.
The similarities in these artists’ two approaches lies in their efforts to
bring to light the atrocities committed by the military dictatorship, a
subject many are still reckoning with today. In very similar ways, both
Amaral and Barrios were working with associations that connected
viewers to the daily realities of life under the authoritarian regime,
which in recent years has been an interest of the Brazilian government
and other human rights groups.

Conclusion

NOTES

Political and social groups in Brazil are responsible for creating a
dialogue around the tight-lipped history of the military dictatorship
and recognizing the country's lack of resolution in the wake of the
regime’s end. These attempts include, but are not limited to, the 1985
Archdiocese of São Paulo’s testimonial report Brasil: Nunca Mais,
the 2011 creation of Brazil’s Commisão Nacional da Verdade (National
Truth Commission) and its 2014 report on the human rights violations
committed by the authoritarian regime, and the initiative of the
Núcleo de Preservação da Memória Política (Nucleus for the
Preservation of Political Memory) in memorializing the spaces that
housed the clandestine activity of the DOI-CODI. These present-day
endeavors by Brazilian ofﬁcials coincide with the urgency found in
Antônio Henrique Amaral’s Campos de batalha series, which call the
viewer to action in uncovering a political reading through an analytical lens. Amaral, who has yet to be a subject of major critical research,
was one of many artists who were simultaneously grappling with the
political and social climate at that time. Unlike decommodiﬁed art
works created under the censorship of the Brazilian military dictatorship, which now are often understood through photographs and the
written scholarship surrounding them, Amaral’s paintings, during
our current moment, form part of an experiential and visual archive
documenting that contentious period in Brazil’s history.1 Further, the
unique conditions that afforded Amaral success with painting in the
United States exposes the complex circumstance of relocated artists
from Latin America, a conversation that is currently being developed.
Flusser’s assertion still holds true even today, as Amaral’s paintings
are physical testaments to the complex web of histories and experiences of those affected by the Brazilian military dictatorship.
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The works of other painters, including José Roberto Aguilar, Marcello Nitsche,
Sérgio Ferro, Dudi Maia Rosa, Cybéle Varela, and Humberto Spíndola, still
require exploration, as these artists are also critical voices from this point
in Brazilian history.

Opposite:
detail of fig. 2, p. 16.
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